Choose from the following options

PF001 Large Water Wheel
The wheel is propelled via a water jet
spinning water in several directions.

PF004 Small Tipper Bucket

It’s been great to work with the team from Hippo Leisure.
From the initial idea stage through to planning the work and
launching an array of features at our opening party, their service,
advice and guidance has been excellent. The team at Hippo
clearly understood all aspects of the project from our point of
view including developing the right features based on ours and
customers’ needs, working with on-site technical staff and being
sensitive to our existing pool programme and users during the
installation. I have received a massive amount of positive feedback
from our swimmers and the pool has been packed since the
opening. We are already thinking ahead to what we can do next!

The bucket is gradually filled with
water via a jet. When a critical fill level
is reached the bucket is forced to tip,
splashing water onto those below.

PF002 Small Water Wheel
The wheel is propelled via a water jet
spinning water in several directions.

PF005 4 Tipping Buckets
The buckets are gradually filled one
after the other with water via jets. When
critical fill levels are reached the buckets
are forced to tip, splashing water onto
those below at varying time intervals.

PF003 Large Tipper Bucket
The bucket is gradually filled with
water via a jet. When a critical fill level
is reached the bucket is forced to tip,
splashing water onto those below.

PF006 Interactive Themed Shower
The shower provides great visual impact
while gently showering those below.
Various themes are available including a
Shark and Whale.

Chris Hall, Centre Manager, Magnet Leisure Centre

Interactive Water Feature Options
Hippo allows you to become involved in the
design process by choosing from our extensive
range of interactive water feature options. If
you don’t see a feature in a design you like,
Hippo will do their best to design it for you!
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PF007 Pipe Falls Arm
Water spurts/squirts/jets/gushes from the
end of the arm creating a water arch.

PF008 Spray Rail Arm
A series of nozzles along the arm create
a water curtain effect.

PF009 Interactive Water Squirt Pelican
The Squirt provides great visual impact
while gently showering those below.
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PF010 Spray Rail
Sprays water to create a water curtain.
The flow of water to the jets along
the spray rail can be manipulated by
covering them up.

PF013 Extra Large Splash
Bucket with Splash Board
The bucket is gradually filled with
water via a jet. When a critical fill level
is reached the bucket is forced to tip,
splashing water onto the splash board
which disperses the water over a wide
area and onto those below.

PF012 Large Tipping
Bucket with Splash Board

PF011 Water Arch
An arch featuring a variety of water
features such as tipping buckets and
water wheels which will surprise children
by tipping or spraying water over them
as they swim underneath.

The bucket is gradually filled with
water via a jet. When a critical fill level
is reached the bucket is forced to tip,
splashing water onto the splash board
which disperses the water over a wide
area and onto those below.

PF014 Barrel Falls
The bucket is gradually filled with
water via a jet. When a critical fill level
is reached the bucket is forced to tip,
splashing water into the barrel where
it disappears and then shoots out of
hidden pipes around its base.

ST011 Mini Mast
Water spurts out of the Mast and is ideal
for channelling water to features such as
Interactive Water Channels.

I like the water cannons
best because you can shoot
people!
Flo, Aged 11

ST007 Water Cannons
Ideal for creating a Splash Battle Zone
where children can shoot jets of water
from Cannons to hit targets, fill buckets
and spin water wheels.
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PF015 Tipping Channel
When the bucket fills with water
children can tip the trough, dispersing
water into the pool below.
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